B. Problem Formulation
How can Judge Decision become an engineering tool in the prevention of corruption and money laundering? The eradication of corruption in Indonesia, especially on the prosecution phase, quantitatively has produced criminal decisions to the corruptors in the form of imprisonment.
II. RESULTS OF THE STUDY
But on the practical side of asset recovery, Indonesia suffered a setback because the system of prosecution adopted is still struggling about how to imprison people. Under the provision, the confiscation can be made to the wealth allegedly obtained illegally in corruption, so it can be instrument in asset recovery.
In general, there are two types of confiscation that are applied internationally to recover the results and instrumentality of crime (assets used to facilitate a crime, such as a car used to transport drugs). Non-Conviction Based/NBC asset forfeiture and asset of crime forfeiture have the same goal. They are the confiscation of the proceeds and the instrumentality of crime by the State. Both have two sides of the same rational. First, those who conduct illegal activity should not be allowed to benefit the proceeds of crime. The assets of crime should be seized and used to compensate the victims, either the state and individual. Second, the activities must be prevented. Negating the economic benefits from the crime act will shrink the intention to commit a crime in the first degree. The confiscation of instrumentality ensures that such assets will not only be used for the purpose of further crimes, but also as a preventive measure. The difference between crime forfeiture and NCB asset forfeiture is in the procedure that is expected to confiscate the assets. The main difference between the two is that the asset of crime forfeiture requires a criminal court and The differences between crime asset forfeiture and NCB asset forfeiture are : NCB asset forfeiture, also referred to as "civil forfeiture", "in rem forfeiture" or "objects forfeiture" in some jurisdictions, is an action toward the asset itself and not to an individual. This is an action that is separate from any 
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defendant is a fugitive.
b. The offender has died before a judgment.
Death ends a criminal judicial process.
c. The offender is in such a reign that investigation or criminal prosecution is not realistic or impossible. can be a means in returning stolen assets.
The NCB mechanism will provide learning that those who commit illegal activities should not be allowed to take benefit from the crime. 
